
 

EUROLITE LED Twinkle Ball tc
Rotating 13cm sphere radiating from inside to outside

Art. No.: 51930459
GTIN: 4026397547023

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397547023

Weight: 1,70 kg

Length: 0.33 m

Width: 0.18 m

Heigth: 0.21 m

Description:

The Twinkle Ball by Eurolite offers you mesmerizing colors and soft rhythms in living rooms,
party rooms, smaller clubs and more while working fully automatically.

Enjoy dimmed light emitted by this milky white ball made of robust plastics. On the inside, the
LED pendant is equipped with two high-quality RGB LEDs in red, green and blue automatically
switching colors. As the Twinkle Ball is connected to a motor by a 55 cm long cable, the lighting
effect seems to float above the ground while painting the floor, walls and ceiling with fantastic
colors. 
Perfectly suitable for a permanent installation!

Control is left to the music: Watch the light and speed change to the rhythm of the music.
Thanks to the fuzzy sound control the show goes on even when the music skips a beat. Since
the device is run by energy-saving LED technology, there is no need to worry about the costs
for a permanent operation. The Twinkle Ball can be continuously used throughout the whole
year.

Features:

- Housing out of transparent, milky plastic
- High-quality LED hanging ball lamp
- Absolute eyecatcher
- Inner illumination via 2 TCL LEDs, automatic color change
- Fuzzy sound control: program continues automatically during periods without music or bass-

beat

- Connected with the rotary motor via a ca. 55 cm long lead cable
- 2 powerful LEDs high-power R/G/B
- Multi beam effect
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- Control via stand-alone; Sound to light via Microphone
- Very quiet working noise
- For application areas such as: Clubs/dancing school; Stage
 Package contents
- 1 x motor

Technical specifications:

Power supply: 100-240 V AC, 50/60 Hz

Power consumption: 13 W

IP classification: IP20

Power connection: Fixed power supply cord with safety plug

Lamp type: LED lamp

LED: 2 x high-power R/G/B

Control: Stand-alone; Sound to light via Microphone

Housing color: Clear

Weight: 1,4 kg

Noise classification: Class 1 (very slight noise, suitable for noise-
sensitive environments)

Motor  

Dimensions: Height: 86,50 cm

 Diameter: Ø 13,50 cm

Legal specifications  

Special product: Not designed for household room illumination

Intended use: Show effect lighting
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